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INTRODUCTION 

Recently developed powered lower limb prostheses 
may provide individuals with a high level lower 
amputation improved ability to perform activities of 
daily living.  With an increased number of configurable 
ambulation modes comes the challenge to seamlessly 
and reliably switch between desired modes.  Intent 
recognition using mechanical sensors and residual 
limb muscle activity data has been suggested and 
shows encouraging results

1
.  Despite high accuracy 

rates, errors do occur and, depending on the specific 
error, user stability is affected to varying degrees. The 
goal of this study was to use a previously developed 
questionnaire

3
 to quantify the effect of real-time 

classification errors when transfemoral amputees 
were ambulating on a powered knee-ankle prosthesis. 

METHOD 

Four subjects with a unilateral transfemoral 
amputation participated and had previously received 
training on the use of a powered knee-ankle 
prosthesis designed by Vanderbilt University.  All 
subjects were able to use the device independently 
and safely for standing, level-ground walking, ramp 
ascent/descent and stair ascent/descent.  

All subjects participated in an initial session where 
they completed a series of activity circuits where the 
prosthesis was controlled using a key fob. Data 
recorded, including 22 mechanical sensors and 8 
channels of residual limb muscle activity, were used 
to create a intent recognition system specific to each 
subject. On a separate day, subjects came back into 
the laboratory to participate in a similar set of activity 
circuits where the prosthesis was controlled using the 
intent recognition system

1
.  Subjects were asked to 

rate each trial using the Subject Evaluation of Gait 
Stability (SEGS) scale

3
 where 0 indicated the subject 

did not perceive the error, 1 indicated the subject 
perceived the error but still felt stable, 2 indicated the 
subject felt unstable but could recover, and 3 
indicated the subject felt unstable and would fall.   

Subjects only reported one value per trial; if multiple 
errors occurred within one trial the value reported was 
in response to the first error. Questionnaire results 
were compiled and score results of 1-3 were 
categorized by steady state error (i.e., the subject 
intended to remain in an ambulation mode) and 
transitional state error (i.e., the subject intended to 
switch to a new ambulation mode).  

RESULTS 

There was an average of 14.75 trials with real-time 
intent recognition errors. Eighteen trials had the 

scored error occur during steady-state ambulation 
and 28 trials had the scored error occur during 
transitions between activities.  Fig.1 indicates that 
majority of ranking ‘3’ happened during transitions.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Subjects did not rate all errors the same; different 
types of errors affected each person’s stability 
differently.  For example, an error in which the subject 
wanted to continue climbing stairs but the prosthesis 
transitioned to walking too early was rated a ‘2’ by 
some subjects and a ‘3’ by others.  Steady-state 
walking errors (i.e., the intent recognition system 
switches prosthesis modes when the subject intended 
to continue walking) were rated a ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ A 
limitation of this study is the low number of 
participating subjects. Additionally, the subject’s 
response is based on activities experienced within the 
lab environment.  The perception of these errors in 
their home and community environment may vary.   

CONCLUSION 

We successfully were able to implement the SEGS 
scale to rate users response to lower limb intent 
recognition errors.  The majority of errors in which the 
user felt the most unstable (i.e., rated a ‘3’) occurred 
during activity transitions. 

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 

Not all real-time intent recognition errors have the 
same effect on users.  Further development in intent 
recognition systems should focus on reducing or 
elimination errors that cause the user to become 
unstable or not allow them to safely recover. 
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Figure 1: Number of trials reported for scores 1-3 
separated by steady state and transition error. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Keep your figures simple. Avoid shaded 
backgrounds. Use the caption style for figure and table 
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